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Winner’s
Circle
Sixty Years and Counting for
AZ Dealer Wist Office Products

EDITORIAL
So Now We Know...
It took a while but ten months after Staples and
Office Depot announced plans to convert what
had been three office products big boxes into one,
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced
its decision on whether or not the merger violated
anti-trust laws and guess what … it did!
Given the FTC’s ruling earlier this year on a similar
deal involving food service distributors Sysco and
U.S. Foods, the final announcement hardly came
as any great surprise, though certainly events over
the past ten months were nothing if not educational, particularly as the game neared its end.
The final weeks before the FTC’s announcement
were filled with reports that Staples was trying
to strike a deal by which it would gain approval
for the merger in exchange for divesting more
than $500 million in sales that were largely set
asides to minority-, women- and veterans-owned
businesses. Up until then, many of us had been
under the impression those sales were actually
going to small businesses as to way for government agencies and large corporates to support the
small business sector. Apparently, those dollars
belonged to Staples all the time … who knew!
In any event, we’re looking forward to seeing how
the next chapter in the saga plays out. There’s
already been plenty of speculation in the general
business press about Depot’s ability to survive as
a standalone entity and presumably Staples management can’t be too thrilled about prospects on
its own either, or they would not have embarked
on the merger effort to begin with.

Some 500 customers, business partners, local dignitaries and friends turned out to celebrate Wist Office
Products’ 60th anniversary last month.

They were popping champagne in Tempe, Arizona last month, as Ian Wist
and his team at Wist Office Products—along with some 500 customers, business partners, local dignitaries and friends—celebrated the dealership’s 60th
anniversary with a special Customer Appreciation Event at Tempe’s Center
for the Arts.
continued on page 4 >>
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As for independents, there’s good news on several
fronts. Our big box friends will continue to struggle
as they search for a model that might actually yield
some real growth, while those large corporate customers that were the focus of the FTC’s attention
will, we suspect, have a better appreciation of the
benefits offered by locally owned and operated
independents after getting a glimpse of what less
choice might have meant for them.
Somehow, though, we suspect we haven’t heard
the last of mega-consolidation efforts in our industry. Have a very Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah and wonderful Holiday Season in general. But
stay tuned!
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Ian, who serves as general manager, and his brother Robert, the
company’s current CEO, represent the third generation of the
Wist family to run the business.
The dealership was founded in 1955 by Ian and Robert’s grandfather, Martin Wist, and the values of superior customer service
and community involvement which he brought to the business
have remained strong as Martin’s son David and daughter-in-law
Ileene continued his legacy before passing it on Ian and Robert.
Wist Office Products today is some 70-plus employees strong,
operating out of a 35,000 sq. ft. headquarters facility with additional locations in Tucson and Sierra Vista, Arizona.
Business has been very good for the Wist team of late, Ian reports, with strong sales in jan-san and breakroom and several
major new supplies contracts driving sales growth into the midteens and offering prospects for more solid growth next year.
Our congratulations to the entire Wist organization and here’s to
the next 60 years!

PA Dealer Richter Drafting & Office
Supply Marks 30th Anniversary

Al and his team have come a long way since then. Today, there
are close to 30 employees on the payroll, operating out of a
10,000 sq. ft. headquarters facility with a product mix that still
includes drafting and engineering supplies but also offers office
supplies, business printing and promotional products, as well as
a mobile shredding service.
The Richter team celebrated their special landmark with a Thank
You celebration recently and some 200 customers and friends
showed up for a new product show that offered a buffet lunch
and plenty of door prizes.
“It’s been a great ride over the past 30 years,” says Al, thanks to
a strong service orientation and a product mix that has provided
customers with a broad, one-stop-shop value proposition pretty
much from Day One.
And, says Al, it’s getting better all the time, due in no small part to
the addition to the team of his son Andy, who is making a strong
contribution both to sales growth and to the dealership’s website
and social media efforts.
Congratulations to Al and his team and here’s to the next 30
years!

CA Dealer Blaisdell’s Business
Products Makes Local Fast Growth
List
Congratulations are also in order for Margee and Mike Witt and
their team at Blaisdell’s Business Products in Oakland, California.
This year, Blaisdell’s made the prestigious Fast 100 list, the San
Francisco Business Times’ annual ranking of the fastest-growing
private companies in the Bay Area.
Blaisdell’s came in at Number 79 on the list, with three-year
growth of just under 75%.
Sales at Blaisdell’s have more than doubled over the past four
years—from $4.4 million in 2010 to $10.4 million last year. And
it’s all been 100% organic growth, with nary an acquisition in
sight.

Hats off to Al Richter and his team at Richter Drafting & Office
Supply in Souderton, Pennsylvania, who this year are celebrating
their dealership’s 30th year of service to the business community.
Al started the dealership with his wife, Kim, in 1985. Back then,
its primary focus was making blueprint copies and selling drafting supplies and the company’s headquarters was literally half of
the Richters’ kitchen!
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“All our categories have been doing really well,” Margee reports.
“Breakroom, jan-san and furniture have all been strong but so
has our traditional office supplies business, as well.”
And next year looks likely to bring more of the same, she says,
with the dealership adding salespeople and drivers to help keep
the momentum growing.
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CA Dealer Office Solutions on the
Acquisition Trail
It’s been a busy month for Bob Mairena and his team at Yorba
Linda, California-based Office Solutions, with two acquisitions—
Gale Supply Co. and Inland Office Products— that promise to
take the dealership’s involvement in a key growth category to a
new level and boost its overall share of the Southern California
market.
The deals are the third and fourth made by Office Solutions this
year.
Gale Supply is an independent jan-san distributor with a history
of service throughout Southern California that goes all the way
back to 1946. The deal will bring an additional $9 million in annual jan-san revenues to Office Solutions, Bob indicated.
Gale will continue to operate out of its existing facilities in Los
Angeles under its own brand, Bob said, but he stressed their
operation will benefit from new efficiencies as well as enhanced
distribution and logistical support as a result of joining the Office
Solutions organization.

Office Solutions’ second acquisition this month, Inland Office
Products, strengthens its presence in Los Angeles and Riverside
and San Bernardino counties.
“Both of our organizations have a rich tradition of service to our
customers and we are very excited to have the Inland Office
Products’ team join the Office Solutions’ family,” Bob said.

New Showroom, Acquisition for KY
Dealer Kerr Office Group
Also busy of late are Brian Kerr and his team at Kerr Office Group
in Elizabethtown, Kentucky, with the grand opening of a newly remodeled showroom in their Campbellsville, Kentucky location and
the addition of another long-time independent, Cornettes Office
Products in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, to the Kerr organization.
The grand opening drew some 200 customers, business partners, local dignitaries and friends for an event that featured a
formal ribbon cutting, mini-expo with local rep groups on hand
and a catered lunch.
continued on page 8 >>
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Brian Kerr (center holding scissors) gets ready to formally open his dealership’s new remodeled showroom.

The Cornettes deal follows a similar acquisition last year, when
Brian added Chandler’s Office Supply, site of the newly remodeled showroom.
Cornettes promises to boost total volume at the dealership by
about 20%, reports Kerr Office Group vice president Ed McCoy,
and he says there’s plenty more growth potential, particularly on
the office furniture side.
It’s been a very good year overall for the dealership, says Ed,
with nice increases pretty much across the board of a diverse
product mix that includes office equipment, floor coverings and
window treatments in addition to the more standard office supplies, office furniture and janitorial products.

Palace Business Solutions Holds
Paper Drive to Support Local Food
Bank

Palace Business Solutions president Roy Trowbridge (2nd from left) presents the
results of this year’s paper drive: the equivalent of 10,000 meals for a local food bank.

This time of year, a small army of independent dealers are out
in force to give back to the community and help those in need.
Case in point: The Trowbridge brothers—Roy, Frank and Gary—
and their team at Santa Cruz, California-based Palace Business
Solutions.

This was the third year for the paper drive and, says Palace’s
Gary Trowbridge, the most successful yet.

In October, Palace partnered with Hammermill to host a special
paper drive in support of a local food bank. For every case of
recycled Hammercmill paper sold, Palace donated 10 meals to
the food bank, with the goal of reaching 10,000 meals during the
month.

The drive came right down to the wire with Palace selling the last
remaining cases of paper to meet that goal on the promotion’s
last day.

“We’re always looking for opportunities to give back to the community and this one really resonated with our customers, who
provided particularly generous support this year,” Gary said.
Those customers have been supporting Palace pretty much all
year, Gary reports. “We’ve seen a large number of companies
moving away from the big boxes,” he says. “We’ve gained some
tremendous opportunities in the past few months and expect
more of the same next year.”
continued on page 10 >>
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Kansas Dealer Cycles 150 Miles for
MS Society Fundraiser

“Like a pair of pliers or a screwdriver, I am powerless to do anything without someone picking it up and providing the power. It is
the same for us—we are ineffective without the power from God
to accomplish His plan through us.”
It’s still early days for the blog and traffic is still building but if
you’d like some inspiration at what is a special time of the year
for many, point your browser to www.BobGoss.com and start
reading.

IN Dealer Office360 Finds a Special
Way to Thank Support Staff
October 5-9 was National Customer Service Week and in Indianapolis, the management and sales team at Office360 found
a special way to let the rest of the organization know how much
they value them and the contribution they make to the dealership’s success.

Scott Rice Office Works’ Steve Jobe with Holly Black, an architect with the dealership
who worked at one of the rest stops along the Bike MS route.

Some dozen Office360 sales reps provided a white-gloves-allthe-way car wash for the Office360 CSRs, administrative staff,
drivers and warehouse employees as a way of expressing their
appreciation for all their hard work.

In Lenexa, Kansas, Steve Jobe, VP of sales for Scott Rice Office
Works, hit the road for a good cause earlier this year, when he
took part in his local Bike MS, a 150-mile race spread out over
two days that took Steve and his fellow cyclists through the Kansas City metro area and into some of Kansas’ finest back roads
in support of the National MS Society.
The ride was personal for Steve, since one of his dealership’s
team members suffers from MS. “I’ve been cycling for a long
time but riding for a purpose like this gives it all an extra dimension,” Steve said.

CO Independent Bob Goss Launches
Blog
In Colorado Springs, Colorado, Bob Goss, currently owner of
Sweet Office Supplies, has been a long-time independent for
close to 15 years. But Bob is also a deeply spiritual man and
recently launched a blog to proclaim his faith, offering what he
describes as “valuable takeaways of information to help any man
find his own pathway to Christ and live an abundant life.”
“We are all uniquely gifted, made to be a specific tool,” says Bob
in a recent post. “I want to be used by God in the way He has
gifted me. I don’t want to be a screwdriver when He has gifted
me to be a hammer. I pray continually that I will know my limitations and only operate in the realm or the arena He has for me.
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The day put smiles on a lot of faces at Office360 but these days,
the organization has got a whole lot more to be happy about,
reports VP of sales Larry Sexton.
Sales this year are running 17% ahead of 2014 and while some
of that has been fueled by an acquisition earlier this year, the
dealership has also been growing very nicely organically, says
Larry.
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Global Office Solutions’ Reuben Levy (left) and Jeff Summers.

Global Office Solutions, Novi, MI

Ask Jeff Summers about his formula for a
successful dealership today and you get
an answer that sounds simple but is so
much easier to talk about than to actually
execute. “You’ve got to be really skilled at
what you do and really smart about how
you allocate your resources,” he says.
The good news for Jeff and his business
partner Reuben Levy and their team at
Global Office Solutions in Novi, Michigan,
is that after 15-plus years of doing business in a market that has frequently been
among the most challenging in the country, they’ve figured out a way to meet those
two objectives and then some!
How? Mainly through a process of almost
continuous re-invention that has made
Global today a vastly different business
from the one Reuben Levy founded in 1998
and the one Jeff Summers joined as COO
in 2005.
Their most recent new venture started
some 18 months ago, when Global added
coffee services to its mix. “Like just about
every independent, we were seeing shrinking demand for traditional core products
DECEMBER 2015

and looking for a way to offset the loss with
new revenue streams,” Jeff recalls.

dramatic, with the dealership up over 60%
compared to last year on that key metric.

“We felt coffee would integrate well with
both our operating model and our sales
model,” Jeff explains. “In our market, the
competitive landscape for office coffee
services is very fragmented and not terribly sophisticated and unlike some other
categories, it doesn’t require specialists or
specific technical knowledge to sell.”

“I’ve always held that the single biggest
predictor of account profitability is average
order size and no other category has made
as big an impact for us in that area as our
coffee service,” Jeff reports.

When Global entered the coffee business,
they went all in, Jeff notes, with an offering
designed to address a broad range of price
points and customer requirements, from
several different single-cup solutions to
large commercial batch brewing options.
“Our office coffee service offering is not
only a door opener for us with new accounts,” he says. “It’s also become a compelling differentiator through the breadth
and depth of our offering and one more
way we can bring value to our customers.”
While it’s still early days for Global’s coffee
business and it currently accounts for less
than 10% of total revenues, Jeff says its
impact on gross margin dollars has been
INDEPENDENT DEALER

But while coffee has brought a welcome
boost to both the top and bottom line at
Global, nobody at the dealership is exactly
sitting back and savoring it all.
“We’re working hard to keep our coffee
business growing but we’re also working
just as hard to track down the next big
opportunity,” says Jeff. “While it could be
expanding our capabilities in jan-san, ad
specialties, managed print or some of the
other ‘usual suspects’, it could just as easily be something totally new that none of us
in the channel has considered yet.”
Regardless of what it turns out to be, one
thing is sure: Once Jeff and Reuben and
their team figure out what it is, they will
no doubt find a way to re-invent themselves once again to make the most of the
opportunity.
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FTC Files Suit to Block Staples-Office Depot Merger
In a unanimous, 4-0 vote (three Democrats and one Republican) the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) filed an administrative complaint December 7 charging Staples’s proposed $6.3
billion acquisition of Office Depot would violate antitrust laws by
significantly reducing competition nationwide in the large corporate and government markets.

absent if the Commission had approved the current merger
proposal.
Staples and Office Depot noted that prior to the FTC’s announcement they had proposed divesting more than $500
million in commercial business to address the Commission’s
concerns.

“The Commission has reason to believe that the proposed
merger between Staples and Office Depot is likely to eliminate
beneficial competition that large companies rely on to reduce
the costs of office supplies,” said FTC chairwoman Edith
Ramirez.

That business, according to a report by OPI Magazine, consisted primarily of set asides to minority-, women- and veterans-owned businesses that would have been shifted to wholesaler Essendant if the FTC had accepted the proposal.

The FTC’s complaint alleges that by eliminating competition
between Staples and Office Depot, the transaction would lead
to higher prices and reduced quality.

Instead, the FTC said it has authorized staff to seek in federal
court a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction
to prevent the parties from consummating the merger and to
maintain the status quo pending the administrative proceeding.

It also asserts entry or expansion into the large corporate
market by other vendors would not be timely, likely or enough
to counteract the anticompetitive effects of the merger and that
any purported efficiencies that might come from the merger
would not offset the likely competitive harm.
Not surprisingly, the news sent both companies’ stock sharply
downward. Within hours of the announcement, Staples shares
were at $11.06, down 11 percent, while Office Depot traded at
$5.52, down 17 percent, both on the Nasdaq Stock Market.
Staples and Office Depot said they intend to contest the FTC’s
decision and charged it is based on “a flawed analysis and misunderstanding of the intense competitive landscape in which
Staples and Office Depot compete.”
Staples also contended the FTC’s decision contradicted the
Commission’s earlier unanimous ruling in the Office Depot–OfficeMax merger in 2013, in which the Commission declared the
market highly competitive.
However, in its discussion of the contract market’s implications for the Office Depot-OfficeMax merger at that time, the
Commission argued that if the merger went through, the new
Office Depot-OfficeMax combine would continue to face strong
competition from Staples, competition which would have been

The FTC said it files a complaint when it has “reason to believe”
that the law has been or is being violated and it appears to the
Commission that a proceeding is in the public interest. The
FTC’s arguments against the merger will be tried in a formal
hearing before an administrative law judge which is scheduled
to begin on May 10 of next year.

FURTHER READING:
• The original February 4 acquisition
announcement
• The New York Post report on Staples’
efforts to secure FTC approval
• The FTC statement announcing its
decision to file suit to block the deal
• Staples and Office Depot’s response
to the FTC decision

continued on page 16 >>
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Focus is on Enhanced Dealer Partnership at ECi
Connect Conference
If dealers are going to make full use of their technology and thrive
or even survive in the face of increasingly tough competition, it
will require a far deeper level of communication and partnership
between individual dealers and their technology providers than
exists in most cases today.
That was the message that came through loud and clear at dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions’ Connect 2015
user conference in Orlando last month.
Speaking at the General Session for ECi’s Office Division, division president Andrew Morgan stressed the importance of open
and ongoing dialog between ECi and its DDMS and Red Falcon
users to insure ECi’s system functionality is aligned with the dealer’s overall strategic vision.
“Help us be a better partner,” Morgan urged. The future is not
necessarily about individual pieces of technology, he contended.
Rather, he said, it’s about a true partnership where systems development is driven by an in-depth understanding of where ECi
users intend to take their dealerships in the future.

But even as Morgan called for a more strategic approach to technology development, there were plenty of enhancements and upgrades to existing dealer programs on display at the conference.
Among the highlights, already implemented and still to come:
•C
 ompletion of the first three phases of a four-phase
process to implement ECi’s next generation DDMSPLUS
program, with conversion of existing DDMS dealers to the
new platform due to begin in Q1 2016. Morgan stressed
that the current DDMS program is “not going away” but he
emphasized that going forward, revisions and upgrades
will be developed in DDMSPLUS only.
•M
 igration of over 300 Britannia V.4 users to ECI’s new
Red Falcon platform and implementation of the first
conversions to Red Falcon from Version 5 of the Britannia
program. Britannia will be going away, Morgan told
dealers, though he stressed no final end-of-life date has
been set for Version 5 as yet.
•T
 he addition of a broad range of new enhancements and
functionality to ECI’s Digital Services offerings, including
expanded email and SEO capabilities as well as enhanced
Web analytics and social media support.
continued on page 18 >>
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• Successful implementation of ECI’s Office Shopper mobile
app, featuring integration both with ECinteractivePLUS
and Red Falcon.
• TeamDesign’s integration with ECi’s Acsellerate sales
intelligence solution and with the PlanetPress forms
designer, workflow and mobile capture solution.
Also this year, ECi debuted “Everyday Heroes,” a new
awards program designed to recognize ECi customers who
provide outstanding community service in the markets they
serve. Award winners for this first-year event were:
• Grand Prize Winner (a $5,000 donation to the charity of
their choice): Fred Bliffert, Bliffert Lumber in Milwaukee for
his support of the Blue Lotus Farm & Retreat Center for
special needs children and adults.
• First Runner Up ($2,000): Tonny Jensen, Quality
Connections Office Supply in Flagstaff Arizona for her role
in developing a successful office products dealership that
provides employment for people with disabilities.
• Second Runner Up ($1,000): John Martin, Optimum
System Products in Columbus, Ohio for his support of Kids
N Kamp, a special camp for children with cancer.

Finalists for ECi’s first Everyday Heroes awards with ECi executives.

Next year’s conference with be co-located with the Independent
Stationers-TriMega EPIC event in Nashville, with Connect 2016
running November 2-4 at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center. EPIC 2016, as previously announced by IS and
TriMega, will take place November 1-3 at the same location.
continued on page 20 >>
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Guernsey, Smart Business Products Join AOPD
The American Office Products Distributors dealer national accounts network (AOPD) last month announced the addition of
two new dealer members to the organization: Dulles, Virginia-based Guernsey, Inc. and Smart Business Products, headquartered in Columbia, Missouri.
Founded in 1971, Guernsey is one of the largest independently
owned dealers, servicing Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Washington,
DC; Baltimore, Maryland, and Richmond and Norfolk, Virginia.
Founded in 1998, Smart Business Products Business Products
operates four locations from which it services Central and Southwest Missouri.
“The Guernsey team is very pleased to accept membership into
the AOPD organization and we look forward to working with its
broad dealer network,” commented Dave Guernsey, president
and CEO. “This is an exciting time with potentially great opportunity for independent dealers to make meaningful inroads with
large, nationally/regionally based end users. The AOPD network
is an attractive means to a very promising end for the independent dealer community,” added Guernsey.
“Smart Business Products is excited to be a part of the membership of the AOPD organization and we look forward to working
with its entire dealer network,” commented Bill Schuette, president. “Right now is the time for independent dealers to work
together to recapture regional and national business with the
commitment to service that sets us apart.”

Association (EDmarket) reported.
Total attendance at the show, which took place October 28-30,
in New Orleans, was up 33% over last year, with attendance excluding exhibitor personnel up 24%.
A total of 152 companies exhibited their latest products on the
show floor, with 37 companies holding 65 sales meetings during
the event for product training on their new items, EDmarket reported.
In New Orleans, attendees could choose from over 30 CEU-accredited educational sessions both on and off the floor and for
the second year, the American Institute of Architects Committee
on Architecture for Education (CAE) held its Annual Fall Conference in conjunction with the event.
Also on the program: tours of three local schools to see firsthand
rebuilding efforts in the education market post-Hurricane Katrina
and, on the show floor, the 2015 EDspaces Innovation Awards
program, which recognized excellence in product design for the
learning environment. This year’s winners were:
• Best of Competition and best in the seating category: Borgo Contract Seating for Pivot
• Furniture (Tie): Kidsfit for the Kinesthetic Classroom and
Palmer Hamilton for the Reload Train
• Specialties: FSR Inc. for the MiniVu Collaboration Station
• Equipment: Bretford Manufacturing for TechGuard
Charging Lockers
Next year’s EDspaces will take place November 2-4 in Cincinnati. For more information, visit www.ed-spaces.com.

2015 EDspaces Show Posts Record Growth
Essendant Announces Management Changes,
Cost Reduction Plan
Wholesaler Essendant last month announced changes to its
management team and details of a cost reduction plan designed
to cut operating costs by some $20 million annually.

Best of Competition winner in this year’s EDSpaces Innovation
Awards program: Pivot from Borgo Contract Seating.
This year’s EDspaces Conference and Expo in New Orleans drew
some 1,800 decision makers, product experts, and exhibitor personnel to explore the latest trends and new products for educational facilities of all kinds, show organizers the Education Market
DECEMBER 2015

Earl Shanks has been appointed chief financial officer, succeeding Todd Shelton who is to pursue an operating leadership role
elsewhere. Shelton will remain with the company through January and will work closely with Shanks to ensure a seamless transition, Essendant said. Ric Phillips has been named president of
ORS Industrial, succeeding Paul Barrett, who is retiring from the
company.
Prior to his new position, Shanks served as a director of Verint, a
provider of actionable intelligence solutions. He has also held se-
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The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trade mark and product of KiSP, Inc.

All of a sudden you’re the “Go to” place
for office furniture.
The KITS collaborator™ gives you the power to show and sell.
Selling more office furniture can be difficult with a limited retail footprint. We just changed the game. Now you can show your customers a
huge range of furniture ideas and pricing, right from your iPad. Everything’s available with instant access to all your current furniture catalogs
- desks, chairs, tables and complete furniture systems. Using your iPad you can quickly present your ideas, add and remove items easily
and intuitively and then save your selections. Everything is fully rendered with stunning photo-realism. Priced, itemized and ready to share
with your customer.

Buy it Today!
Simply call or contact our sales department.
Set up takes about 3 minutes and you’re
ready to go.
Request a web demonstration right now >

416 499 2457 ext. 2720
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nior financial management positions with
Convergys Corp., NCR, Farley Industries
and Fruit of the Loom.
Phillips has been with Essendant since
2013, as president of online and new channels. Prior to joining Essendant, he spent
over a decade at McKinsey & Company
in various consulting roles and worked for
Baxter Healthcare in several roles, including manager of national accounts.
The $20 million cost reduction plan Essendant announced last month includes
de-layering the company’s management
structure and simplifying the organization
as it transitions to a common operating
and IT platform, the company said.
“The actions we announced today are
difficult but necessary steps to achieve
broader functional alignment of our organization and better position Essendant for
the long term,” said Essendant CEO Robert B. Aiken Jr. “These actions are critical
to achieving our goal of delivering low sin-

gle digit revenue growth and high single
digit earnings per share growth in 2016.”
Under the plan, Essendant said it will permanently reduce its management by approximately 90 roles, primarily at the company’s Deerfield, Illinois headquarters.
Most of these management reductions
will be completed by the end of 2015, the
company said.

ECi’s Tom Kapp to Retire
Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions last month announced that Tom
Kapp, its executive vice president in charge
of strategic supplier relations, will retire effective December 31, after an industry career spanning more than 40 years.
Kapp first joined ECi in 1999 after being
recruited by the company’s founder to
help pilot its future and growth in office
products and other related industries in
both the U.S. and Europe.

During his tenure with the company, Kapp
served in a number of roles, including
managing director of ECi’s international group and, most recently, managing
ECi’s strategic partnerships with a focus
on supply chain efficiencies and e-commerce marketing.
“Tom’s contributions to ECi’s success are
immeasurable, and I can confidently say
that ECi would not be where it is today
continued on page 24 >>

Increase Sales Beyond
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streams by attracting
new customers.

DISCOVER unique

products to complement
your product line.
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CITY OF HOPE TOUR AND HALL OF FAME DINNER

Joe Templet
Senior Vice President, Essendant
2016 Spirit of Life® Honoree

2016 SAVE THE DATE
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10 TO 11

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, AUGUST 14 TO 15

City of Hope Tour and Hall of Fame Dinner
Duarte, California

Honoree Golf Outing at Conway Farms
Hosted by Essendant, Lake Forest, Illinois

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MAY 9 TO 10

Bob Parker Memorial Golf Outing
at Kiawah Island, hosted by GOJO
Kiawah Island, South Carolina

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Howard Wolf Golf Classic
Wheaton, Illinois
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

Spirit of Life Gala
Navy Pier – Chicago, Illinois

The National Business Products Industry is committed to putting our compassion
into action and I am proud to be our industry’s 2016 Spirit of Life honoree.
Please join us at the annual City of Hope Tour and 2016 Hall of Fame Dinner, where
you will see firsthand how City of Hope’s research is speeding toward cures.

PHL-23605

Register at cityofhope.org/nbpi or call 866-905-HOPE.
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without his insight, strategy and vision,” said ECi president and
CEO Ron Books. “His numerous talents will be missed, but we
wish him a relaxing and enjoyable retirement with his family—no
one deserves it more than Tom.”
“I’ve been very fortunate to work with an outstanding leadership
team at ECi,” said Kapp, “I will always treasure my many friends
in an industry where relationships and trust remain critical to a
true business partnership.”
Prior to joining ECi, Kapp held numerous executive positions
with U.S. Office Products, Action Wholesale and Business Supply Centers.
He currently serves as a board member for the Business Solutions Association (BSA) and assists the office products industry
in its efforts to support the City of Hope Cancer Research Hospital. He has also served as a board member for Lutheran Family and Children’s Services and chaired their annual fundraising
campaign.

MSE Releases Cartridges for HP Laserjet M630
and M605/M606
Micro Solutions Enterprises (MSE), a division of the Clover Imaging Group, has announced the release of remanufactured High
Yield and Standard Yield Toner Cartridges for use in HP LaserJet
M630 MFP and M605/606.
The cartridges are developed for enterprise monochrome MFP
users and for workgroup and departmental environments. The
High Yield cartridge offers the same page yield as the OEM,
25,000 pages at a significantly lower cost per page, Clover said.
The Standard Yield cartridge also produces the same page yield
as the OEM, 10,500 pages, at a lower cost per page, the company added.

Digitek Launches Partner Pro Dealer Business
Growth Platform
Imaging supplies, hardware and solutions distributor Digitek last
month announced the launch of its new Partner Pro online portal.
Digitek described Partner Pro as “a single sign-on, video-based
eLearning platform designed to help dealers create a consistent
and scalable certified training platform for their reps, to help
them attract new customers and close more deals.

tools by solution that are available to users from any device at
any time, the company said.
Partner Pro consists of four solutions, available as stand-alone
components or as a suite:
•S
 elling MPS to Win—a video-based eLearning program that
teaches how to elevate the value of print to the decision
maker and expand current Managed Print Services offering
into workflow, mobility and security.
•S
 elling MIT to Win—a video-based eLearning program that
demonstrates how to emphasize the value of Managed
IT Services and help sales reps hunt and identify MIT
opportunities with their customers.
•S
 elling to Win—a video-based eLearning program for anyone
selling business-to-business products, services or solutions.
Topics include coaching, best practices and tips that cover
the entire sales cycle.
•D
 igital Marketing Services—Turnkey digital marketing services
designed specifically to attract, cultivate and measure warm
leads by leveraging an organization’s social channels, blog,
targeted web content and email campaigns.
For more information, visit: http://partnerpro.digitek.com, view
the Partner Pro introduction video at http://tinyurl.com/obhxhbp
or contact Aaron Dyck at 888-353-0301, ext. 1196.

OFM Opens Three New Distribution Centers
Holly Springs, North Carolina-based office and school furniture
manufacturer OFM has contracted with a national third-party logistics provider (3PL) to house additional inventory in three new
strategic locations.
The company said the expansion means OFM will now distribute its products from five locations around the country as part
of a new business development effort to support its continued
growth over the next 20 years.
“When you need more office and school furniture, you need it
now,” said Blake Zalcberg, chief executive officer of OFM. “Our
new distribution centers are located in strategic locations around
the country enhancing the customer experience and providing
the dealer with an even stronger value proposition when choosing a vendor to work with.”
The three new distribution centers are located in Kansas, Pennsylvania and Washington state and are in addition to OFM’s existing locations in North Carolina and Arizona.

The Partner Pro Portal delivers proprietary video training, offline
assignments and tests, optional marketing kits and field sales
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The 810 Series...
You Don’t Have to Give
Up Fashion to Stay Safe.

The 820 Series...
Classic Looks to Meet
Every Budget.

The 830 Series...
Working Hard to Keep
You Looking Good.

The Style 870 Series...
Because Safety Never
Looked So Good!

Eyewear by
Introducing Protective Eyewear from ProGuard by Impact. Our protective
eyewear was developed by listening to the needs and desires of workers
that use our tools every day. ProGuard Protective Eyewear is engineered
to provide optimal ﬁt, style, and protection to prepare you for whatever
challenge you face. Another innovation from the industry leaders at
Impact. Over 50 years of experience designing and building tools and
accessories to make your job easier, safer, and better.

© 2015 Impact Products

NOPAnews

March 14 is Deadline for 2016 NOPA Scholarships
Since its founding more than 50 years
ago with a $5,000 donation from Jennie
Zachs of the C-Thru Ruler Company, the
National Office Products Alliance (NOPA)
Scholarship Fund has awarded more than
$2.5 million in scholarships to deserving
families of office products and office furniture dealers.

of a NOPA member firm may apply.

Entirely supported through individual and
member contributions, this fund allowed
NOPA to award one-year scholarships to
41 college students for the 2015-2016 academic year.

Membership status will be verified. Candidates must have graduated from high
school or its equivalent before July 1
of the year in which they would use the
scholarship and have an academic record
sufficient to be accepted by an accredited college, junior college or technical
institute. Students already in college or
graduate school may also apply. Previous scholarship winners are ineligible.
The deadline for application submission is
Mar. 14, 2016.

Applications are judged by an independent
panel who consider not only academic
success but also outside interests, extracurricular activities, community service activities and financial need. Any person who
is an employee or related to an employee

These scholarships truly change lives for
those who receive them. Says Hailey Holland, a 2009-2010 scholarship recipient
sponsored by Kramer & Leonard, “Scholarships played a huge role in minimizing
my overall debt. I was able to complete

my undergraduate years debt-free largely
due to scholarships, for which I am very
grateful.”
After graduating college, Holland enrolled
in medical school where she is now a
third-year student in her clinical years.
Throughout college, she spent time tutoring and mentoring others in basic chemistry, anatomy and physiology, pre-medical
student mentoring and career planning.
Holland intends to complete a general
surgery residency and continue teaching
as a surgeon.
To find out how you can help other
students change their future for the better,
download a 2016 application today at
http://bit.ly/NOPA2016.
Please email any questions on the program to info@iopfda.org.

Submit Your
Application for
the NOPA 2016
Scholarship Today!
Since its creation, the fund
has awarded more than
$2.5 million in scholarships
to deserving recipients in
the office products & office
furniture dealer industries.

Apply by Mar. 14, 2016!
To apply, visit:
http://bit.ly/NOPA2016
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Sales activity and the corresponding sales management function
have changed dramatically in recent years. It makes little difference whether you’re a small office products dealer in a mostly
rural market or a mega-seller with operations ranging over several states, changing technology and a fiercely competitive landscape mean dealer sales efforts today generally can’t take the
tried and true approach in order to be successful.

steve johnston

“Years ago we brought a lot of product knowledge to the table,”
recalls George Hood, sales manager at Forms & Supply Inc.,
Charlotte, North Carolina. “We presented a lot of new items but
today, customers don’t need us for that as frequently as before.
They can get that information for themselves on the Internet. So
we have to find more and different ways to bring value to the
table.” With all the help technology provides, person-to-person
contact is still a requirement. “People still buy from people and at
some point in time that has got to happen,” says Hood.

joe cunningham

Gone are the days when a sales manager could simply give their
salespeople a target, send them into the marketplace with a lot
of encouragement and see them come back with a book full of
sales. “It used to be easier,” says Steve Johnson, vice president
of sales for Office Basics in Boothwyn, Pennsylvania. “Here are
your numbers; let’s do it, and off they went.”
How things have changed!
“When I started in this business all the processes and everything
we did were manual and took longer to do,” explains Gary Trowbridge, vice president at Palace Business Solutions, Santa Cruz,
California. “Today everything is at your fingertips and you can
communicate in multiple ways. That has changed everything.”

As recently as 10 years ago when salespeople went looking for
new business, they could be certain a prospect would bring up
the question of price as one of his or her top three or four priorities, says Joe Cunningham, president of Warden’s Office Products, Modesto, California. “What has changed,” he says, “is that
before that first appointment that prospect has been looking you
up.”
Prospects who visit your website may get a feel for your pricing
but in no way fully understand what their final prices might look
like, he points out. “The prospect might see what we would call
‘street pricing’ and not fully understand that we could be a little more aggressive to earn their business,” says Cunningham.
That’s just one of the challenges that Internet technology introduces that resellers and their salespeople need to take into account. “They’re checking on us just as much as we are checking
on them.”
continued on page 29 >>
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No doubt e-commerce has transformed the sale of office supplies and related products. “Years ago sales managers just had
to work on questioning, negotiation and closing skills and just
have their salespeople go out and call on customers,” says Phil
Barnette, office products industry sales consultant. “Today’s
consumer is more aware of what they can do via the Internet, so
they’re not interested in someone who knocks on their door to
sell products,” he contends. “They’re looking for someone who
can come in and help them manage their business.”

you still have to monitor the performance and activity of your
sales staff,” says Jay Birindelli, sales manager for Federal Supply, Erlanger, Kentucky.

lincoln dix

Everything is different today. “The typical rep sells hundreds of
thousands of dollars per month and has a couple of hundred accounts,” says Hood. “You can’t go out there and sit one-on-one
with every account,” he says. “You have to work economies of
scale and get the word out as efficiently as possible to as many
people as possible. We have technology to help with that.”
Technology continues to have positive impacts on the sales
process. “Technology has basically allowed sales managers to
give their reps instant support,” says Dave Holmin, sales and
marketing manager at Midwest Office, Springfield, Illinois. When
they are out in the field it’s easy to send reports or other data
straight to their tablet of give them a little coaching over their
mobile phone.
In the same way that e-commerce technology has changed the
sales process it has also impacted what is expected of sales
managers. “It used to be where you focused primarily on driving
activities,” explains Lincoln Dix, vice president of sales for Storey
Kenworthy, Des Moines, Iowa. “It was all about hitting an activity
number because the math told you that would produce sales.”

jay birindelli

As the sales process changed, activities that were most productive for sales managers changed as well. “The sales manager has
to balance not only driving positive sales activity,” says Dix, “but
also you need to coach your sales team to develop critical thinking skills and observational skills so they can draw the necessary
conclusions to adapt to this new selling environment.”
Being a sales manager used to be more cut and dried, says
Johnson. Now, he maintains, it is more of a mentoring and training role. “You need to step out as a leader and keep everyone
attached to your vision, recognize the plan and make sure the
sales reps know what is in it for them, the rewards. That is a critical aspect of what a good sales manager should do.”
But while technology has also most definitely changed the way
that companies do business, some things remain the same. “You
still have to convince people to buy your product or service and
continued on page 30 >>
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Sales Management for Hire

phil barnette

Chuck and Ruby Firmin of Firmin’s Office City

The primary goal of every sales manager is to build a sales culture, contends Barnette. “That is to drive a culture that says we
exist for sales and we exist to drive the benefits to our customers.” The second function is to serve as a full-time coach and
advisor. “Sales organizations need somebody at the top of the
food chain who gets it, and who has the knowledge and experience to push their ego aside and do everything they can to help
the sales organization.”

When Firmin’s Office City in Texarkana, Texas, moved
over to S.P. Richards late last summer, owner Chuck
Firmin made the move conditional on getting training for
his sales team. That was when he got involved with Krista
Moore at K.Coaching.
As the owner of a small business, Firmin is involved in
a wide range of business activities. He says that more
than anything he needed help managing the activities of
his sales reps. He reached out to Moore to make use of
her sales management service.

According to Birindelli, today’s sales manager has to understand
sales operational flow better and be prepared to serve as the
liaison between the sales department and the rest of the company. “They have to see things with the big picture in mind but still
need to know the street-level details of what is going on—the
day-to-day pieces—and how they all fit together,” he says.

When he brought her in, he split his team so that she
would manage the efforts of some of his seven salespeople and he would handle the rest. “She monitored
their activities and sent them regular emails with
comments on their activities,” says Firmin. “They have
regularly scheduled phone conversations but if she sees
something that grabs her attention she will schedule an
additional call.”

Virtually all the sales leaders interviewed for this article believe
that one of their primary responsibilities is to make sure that
salespeople stay in front of customers. “There are things I can
take off their plates whether they be administrative, researching
or sourcing,” says Birindelli. “We have people here we can delegate those activities to.”

Firmin meets with all of his salespeople regularly, even
those managed by Moore, and noticed that the salespeople she worked with seemed to have more activities.
“Sales for the two she manages are up significantly,”
says Firmin. “The ones I manage were flat; some are up
and some are down.”

He tries to streamline the reporting that is required of his sales
team and finds that daily communications keep him informed
about what is happening in the marketplace.

Moore revised the firm’s sales commission structure to
an activity-based system and instituted a quota system
that will simplify managing the sales team. “No doubt
she is a better sales manager, and I will give her the full
sales force to manage,” says Firmin. That will probably
happened after the first of the year.

continued on page 31 >>
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Daily check-ins identify where they might need help, what their
workflow looks like, how they are scheduling their time and activities. When he understands these details he finds he is in a better
position to help them prioritize.
Trowbridge explains that some of the simplest activities are
among the most important for a sales manager. “Setting vision,
setting goals and maintaining enthusiasm are all important,” he
says. “My biggest responsibility is problem solving to take away
barriers from salespeople so they can perform extraordinarily in
the field.”
He is a big believer in getting results and explains that he only
focuses on high performers. “I am pretty brutal in terms of not
letting people stay too long in a sales position if they are not
performing,” he says.

gary trowbridge

Sales management is especially challenging when it’s not the
only activity that the executive oversees. “At times it is challenging from a pure time management standpoint when you are
running the business and managing the sales staff,” suggests
Cunningham.
“Sales management here is more about guiding or coaching
the sales reps and not trying to manage their daily activities,”
he says. “I try to guide them and corral their focus.” Focus is
a good descriptor as Cunningham guides his team to focus on
specific products such as mid-market seating or storage boxes
and dated goods. “These are general categories, let’s focus on
these together.”
At Forms & Supply everyone is a salesperson and even the owners of the company maintain a base of accounts. “I wear two
hats,” says Hood. “I have a set of accounts that I personally service, and I also work with the sales reps to help them become
more proficient, grow their business and do a better job for themselves and the company.
“It is hard for an associate to achieve the highest level of motivation, excitement and optimism if their manager doesn’t have
that,” Hood continues. “So first and foremost you have to keep
things positive. Motivate them with a ‘can-do’ attitude that says
‘we can beat the competition.’”
Johnson has 30 sales representatives on his team at Office Basics and found that with all of them reporting to him directly he
was hard pressed to manage every little detail. Late last year he
assigned three team captains to take on five or six reps apiece;
they took on a supportive role to handle mentoring, training and
maintaining a consistent vision. Johnson also works with a team
of senior sales reps.

“A lot of people talk about how many salespeople they have,”
he adds. “I want to talk about how few I have and how well they
do.” Trowbridge expects salespeople to produce a minimum of
$1 million in sales in the first year to keep their job. From there he
expects them to double or triple results. “Most people manage
to the lowest common denominator and I don’t have time to do
that. I want to focus on the thoroughbreds!”

He meets with his sales captains regularly to review results and
discuss strategy. “Originally we met every other month and now
we get together every couple of weeks,” says Johnson. He gets
input from his sales captains and regular meetings reinforce their
importance. “I appreciate their input and make a point of making
them feel like they are part of the overall vision of the company.”
The sales force also has embraced the support and mentoring of
the team captains.
When so much of current success for independent dealers depends on their ability to expand the range of products they sell,
it’s no surprise that a salesperson’s ability to manage and sell
additional categories is a key contributor to success.

continued on page 32 >>
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“It used to be that all a sales representative needed to know was
office products, paper and toner,” explains Dix. “Now, the average rep needs to know not only about office supplies but facility,
janitorial and breakroom supplies.” Depending on the dealership
they might also need to know about office furniture, promotional
products and printing—and the list continues to grow!
Many resellers employ product specialists to help ease sales of
additional product categories. Office Basics has specialists in
jan-san, managed print and copiers and promotional products.
General line sales reps are expected to use each specialist at
least once per quarter and have a specialist come out on three
or four appointments, says Johnson. The same strategy is now
being implemented with manufacturer representatives to grow
revenue.
At Palace, the product specialist positions tend to be held by
Millennials and that is part of their training. “First we bring them
into our warehouse, then they go to the customer care team,”
explains Trowbridge. “Next they move to inside sales and from
there they can become a category specialist.”
Right now, Palace operates three specialists—ergonomics, furniture and school supplies—with plans to add a specialist next in
janitorial and after that one in breakroom.
There’s an old cliché that says you can’t manage what you don’t
measure. In that respect, there’s good news for the dealer since
measuring sales performance today is easier than ever before. “It
used to be harder to get data on your team’s performance,” says
Trowbridge. Now any sales manager can run reports himself.
Sales intelligence and CRM software is used extensively throughout the office products sector and independents rely on those
programs to provide flexible reporting options that can be accessed online and in almost real time. “I run trend reports daily
on sales performance,” says Birindelli. “I know what the sales
budgets are for the individuals, the team and the company and
tracking these daily shows me where we are.”
As a further measure, Hood generates reports to see how much
of their purchases are coming in each of the categories the company sells. “When I see that a good-sized account has low percentages in a specific category I know that the rep probably isn’t
talking to the decision maker for that category. I need to help him
find creative ways to do that.”

continued on page 33 >>
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Virtual Sales Management
and More

Some of the management team at Perry Office Plus: Harry Macey, president;
Shelli Hellinghausen, COO, and Chris Carter, CIO.

At Perry Office Plus, Temple, Texas, owner and president
Harry Macey got involved with industry consultant Tom
Buxton when he was working on an acquisition back in
2014. He was also getting ready to hire a sales manager.
When both fell through he recalled that Buxton offered a
service as an off-site sales manager.
Since he purchased the business in 1994, Macey had
probably had a half-dozen different sales managers; none
lasted more than a year or two. “I had been part of the
problem as I micro-managed,” says Macey, “and Tom
helped me see that.”
Buxton had several missions. First and foremost he served
as an interim sales manager and put a structure in place to
have the right number of salespeople cover the wide ranging
territory that constitutes Perry’s central Texas marketplace.
Macey needed to improve his sales infrastructure and
possibly hire an additional salesperson as well.
Almost immediately Buxton put a program in place to
hire new sales reps, train them and put together a new
performance and commission program. “We were able to
easily identify non-performing sales reps,” says Macey.
“Tom’s process helped us identify problems quickly and
saved us time and money.”
“Tom helped identify a sales manager candidate who was
one of our outside sales guys,” says Macey. At this point
Buxton is backing away from his sales management role and
will mentor the sales manager-to-be through the end of the
year. “The sales manager will continue selling because Tom
identified that we didn’t have enough business to support a
full-time sales manager.”
Buxton is much more than a sales consultant, continues
Macey. He established systems to identify margin
opportunities, monitor custom contracts and assisted with
purchasing alternatives. “He was more than a virtual sales
manager who moved into a mentoring role,” explains Macey.
“He really looked at processes and made corrections that
helped the overall company.”
For more information, contact Buxton at InterBiz Group, 720289-8930 or tom@interbizgroup.com.
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dave holmin

At Forms & Supply, balance is an important part of measuring
success. “We ask our reps to learn more products than they ever
had to learn before,” says Hood. That is challenging and they
have to know where to go to find the answers. “Ultimately you
have to have a sales rep who is balanced and handles their existing business responsibly and proactively.
“You want a rep that runs towards problems and not away from
them,” he continues. It is a key sign that tells you a rep has arrived when they are willing to run towards something that goes
wrong. “When a sales rep is balanced they take ownership of
existing accounts and take pride in that.”

In terms of reports Holmin checks month-to-month sales numbers to make sure current customers are buying from Midwest
on a consistent basis. He likes to see that number increase each
month. It is just as important to review what his salespeople have
in the pipeline and help them transition those prospects to paying customers.
“Competition in our industry is probably the toughest that I have
ever seen,” says Holmin. “Competition is more aggressive so
you have to view those reports on a daily basis because, if not,
you expose yourself to sales leakage.”
Numbers don’t tell the entire story, however, and savvy sales
managers frequently look at other measures, many of them subjective, to measure the performance of their sales teams. “It is
not just the monthly numbers that they put out,” says Holmin. “I
really measure them individually, especially those who are just
starting out in the industry.”
Holmin looks at how they are progressing and whether they use
all of the tools that are made available to them. He also does the
same with some of the more seasoned reps. “You have exciting
new tools and marketing programs that you put out there for
them. I make note of the ones that really take hold and run with
these programs and marketing tools.”

Trowbridge looks at whether his salespeople are team players,
which he believes is one of the top performance measures.
Salespeople are generally exceedingly busy and focused on
making a lot of money. “It is all about them, and they can lose
sight of the fact that there is a whole team behind them,” he says.
One of his biggest activities is making sure that the inside team
stays focused to support those outside high producers.
He finds YouTube has become an invaluable resource for sales
training. “You can Google almost any topic and find videos on
relevant business practices,” he says. “I watched a five minute
video on ‘thankfulness’ and used it in my weekly sales meeting.”
With that video as a foundation he has worked to establish a
culture of thankfulness among his sales associates.
It’s no surprise that teamwork is an important contributor to the
success of any dealer operation and the sales team that represents it. At Federal Supply Birindelli relates how everyone at
the company has bought into the fact that if the sales team succeeds, they all succeed. He thinks that is part of the dynamic of
working in a smaller company.
“You are all on the same small boat, and there is a level of caring
and helping,” he says. “As busy as they are, some of our more
senior reps will stop and take the time to help one of the younger
reps.”
At Storey Kenworthy, Dix reviews results from an annual customer survey to help determine the success of his sales team.
Hearing from customers defines what the company does well, its
strengths and weaknesses. “Our client feedback drives our strategic initiative from the customer experience standpoint going
into the next year.”

continued on page 34 >>
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Last year’s survey said that the number one reason customers
bought from Storey Kenworthy was because of its customer
service team and delivery drivers. “Nowhere did our customers
say that our salespeople were the best and that they were one
of the reasons why they bought from us,” says Dix. That led to
questions about the value that the sales team actually provides
to clients.

“I rely on vendors for training,” says Cunningham, “but I don’t
give them carte blanche. I want to know what they are going
to talk about so I can maintain focus.” He details how an independent vendor representative can easily talk on seven or eight
topics without any particular focus. “I serve as their filter as part
of my sales management process. I narrow it down to one or two
topics and that helps the sales team focus.”

To a person the sales team contended they had great relationships with clients. Customers seemed happy, and there were a
minimum of problems. “But they found they were still losing business, and the reason was they forgot about delivering business
value,” suggests Dix.

Dix says he is a strong supporter of outside training and development. He has a variety of manufacturer reps come in and offer
product training. The different voice and presentation style they
present helps reinforce their message of professionalism and
sales leadership. “We will talk about what was good and bad
about their presentations so that we are not only able to learn
about product but also observe good selling styles.”

The message from Storey Kenworthy’s customers is consistent
with customer trends nationally. “The role of the salesperson is
changing because they truly have to become more consultative,”
explains Barnette. “At the same time, the role of the sales manager is changing to where they have to help their sales organizations reach that consultative level in their sales approach.”
Dix responded to the survey results by giving his sales team improved tools. He put together a task force of five reps and had
them come up with an improved business review tool that was
easy to use. The new tool has energized the sales team. “By
sitting down with customers they nurture that great relationship
and by giving them quantifiable value, customers now feel they
are doing business with someone who is not only a great person,
but is also diligently looking out for their business.”
Dix contends that providing that business value is an essential
activity for the independent dealer and the sales representatives
that meet the public on its behalf. “That way the client knows that
they are being taken care of,” he says, “and the added bonus is
they get to do business with a nice person.” They don’t have to
do business with an impersonal, national company.
To bolster their competitive position, sales reps at Office Basics
are encouraged to communicate the firm’s value proposition
to customers, highlighting the full range of capabilities that are
made available to customers.
“We are a large stocking dealer and, for example, we can stock
high-usage items for certain accounts,” says Johnson. “We are
training our reps to be savvy at business reviews and to suggest
low-cost alternatives which actually help our margin position.”
Sales managers call on a variety of resources to bolster their
efforts and influence behaviors of the sales professionals they
manage. Nearly everybody calls upon vendor representatives to
provide at least the basics of training.

At this point at Office Basics, Johnson doesn’t bring in outside
resources as he feels his team is fairly knowledgeable. He does
review numerous sales oriented articles and passes along information he deems useful to his team built around company vision
and selling skills. He also talks to fellow dealer group members—
both principals and sales managers—to learn about other tools
and techniques that he might be able to adapt.
Federal Supply has also looked to support from its wholesalers
and has worked with Krista Moore at K-Coaching for the past
year. “We started with her to work out a sales process,” Birindelli
explains. His sales team was intimately involved in the process
and worked to establish details on how prospects needed to be
treated. “It helped us get our arms around the process so we
could train for it and replicate it.”
Virtually everyone with a sales force has at least one Millennial on
the sales team and possibly more in a training type position with
inside sales or customer care. “Because we have that generational gap, as a sales leader I need to expand our coaching style
because of the demographics that we are selling to and teaching
to sell,” says Dix.
“I don’t think of it as Millennials vs. Gen X vs. Baby Boomer,”
says Birindelli, “it is more the individual personalities. You have to
know who to push and who to pull. The message stays the same;
it’s just how you convey it.
“With Millennials product knowledge and business knowledge
are important but before you do any of that you have to teach
them what hard work is,” adds Birindelli. “They’re so used to
hitting the button and things happen. It is not an entitlement; it is
a different culture.”
continued on page 35 >>
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“We lead our senior sales reps to use technology, we use technology to support them, but we don’t beat them over the head
with it,” says Hood. These experienced reps can sit down with
any customer and are rarely intimidated but at times they struggle with technology.
On the other hand, younger reps are usually very comfortable
with technology. “They prefer to sit at the computer all day and
do e-touches,” explains Hood. “They can get to a lot of people
that way, but a lot of that is them being uncomfortable when they
go one-on-one with a customer.” It’s not that they don’t have the
people skills, he says. They just don’t have the confidence and
the product knowledge yet. “It’s my job to build that confidence.”
The sales force at Midwest Office includes both Boomers and
Millennials. “You would think that by combining them together
that they are two totally different worlds in terms of sales experience, but they all seem to want to learn from each other,” says
Holmin.
At Storey Kenworthy Dix says jokingly that he manages a diverse
sales force through trial and error. He admits to once being young
himself and being a ground-level associate in the industry. Now,
at 36, he relates how he has had the opportunity to work with
many young professionals in their 20s when he served on the
board of the local young professional organization. He says that
has given him the perspective necessary to understand what is
important to Millennials.
“A lot of Millennials have expectations the older generation
thinks are silly. The most seasoned reps sometimes just don’t get
it,” says Dix. But he says these expectations, even though they
might be construed as self-serving and ego-driven, are important
to Millennials. And generally speaking, they are well-intentioned
and community-focused in nature. “At the end of day, if it doesn’t
cost anything to appeal to those beliefs and you get results, my
perspective is, Why not?”
Managing a diverse sales team demands that a sales manager
understands the individual needs of each salesperson. “It comes
down to managing personalities,” says Holmin. Every rep is motivated by something different. Monetary rewards are important
but they’re not the only or even the best behavioral motivator.
“You have to identify what that motivator is and then keep trying
to find a different way to encourage and coach them based on
their specific motivator. We have 18 reps with 18 different personalities and they’re all motivated by different factors.”
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Do you treat all of your sales reps the same? That question often
comes up when dealers get together and Warden’s Cunningham
has an interesting perspective. “Actually, I don’t. I treat them all
differently because they are all different individuals. I can’t treat
20-somethings with two years of industry experience the same
as the rep with 30+ years with the company. I can’t treat them the
same, but I can treat them fairly.” What he has to do, he explains,
is pick out their strengths and then play to those strengths. For
any reseller sales manager or business owner that can be easier
said than done.
Being a sales manager for an independent dealership is beset
with challenges. Birindelli hits on what is probably the biggest
concern of every sales manager: past success does not predict
future success. “You always have to be active and go out there
and earn business every day.”
Time is also a challenge, he continues. “We want to grow and the
fastest way to grow is through new business. But at the same
time we have 250 customers that we touch every day.” How
salespeople manage their time, giving current customers enough
of their attention and still leaving time for prospecting activities,
is a never-ending challenge, particularly today.
“Buyers are now more isolated than they have ever been,” says
Hood. “They have their voice mails and their computers; if they
don’t want to be seen it’s hard to get in front of them. I have to
help my reps figure out creative ways to reach these prospects.”
Dix references another, more introspective challenge. Sales activities are all about numbers and when a rep isn’t achieving the
natural inclination is to say they don’t care or can’t do it. “It is
difficult for sales leaders to look at themselves and ask, what
am I not doing correctly?” says Dix. “What am I not providing to
them that they need to be successful? How can I help them? A
lot of times that is the biggest challenge.”
He concludes with the advice that dealers need to embrace
change. “Change is inevitable and you can either grow and
evolve or try to hang on to what has always worked before,” says
Dix. “Making a mistake every day is healthy because you are
learning and challenging yourself. I embrace change; disruption
in the market means opportunity.”
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Introducing the S.P. Richards Company
2016 Market Share Development Program
By Larry Goodman
“As long as you have your health…” We’ve all heard this phrase
and it certainly resonates with truth. We live in a time of gym
memberships, healthier dining options, boot camps and super
foods.
Personal fitness devices monitor our heart rates, track our sleep
patterns and help us attain our fitness goals. The world has certainly changed. I don’t think our parents considered chia seeds,
kale, and beet juice part of their daily diet and as far as quinoa is
concerned, I doubt they even knew how to pronounce it.
Consider your business for a minute and the many similarities
between maintaining personal health and the health of your business.
Just as we need to properly hydrate and eat nutritious meals
each day to survive, a business needs a constant diet of new
customers to thrive.
Just as we need exercise to maintain our strength and fitness
level, a business must exercise solid business practices and train
to stay sharp and sustain growth.
Good business health in today’s market requires a holistic approach. That means a commitment to print, digital, email, social,
analytics, training and education. And that’s where we can help.
S.P. Richards Company has developed a broad array of tools designed to help dealers see positive gains in sales and profitability
and keep their business on a healthy track. Here are some highlights of our 2016 program.

Promote your entire offering
A key component of your value proposition is your ability to offer a single source solution to your customers’ business needs.
And selling a broad spectrum of products helps maintain healthy
margins.

SearchPro and Enhanced E-Content
Our SearchPro and Enhanced E-Content provides the product
images and descriptions, search logic, rich media and upsell/
cross-sell information you need to deliver an exceptional online
experience to your customers. We help you ensure your customers’ online experience is extremely positive and geared to drive
sales.
DECEMBER 2015

Advanced Buying Pattern Analytics—provide powerful cross
selling recommendations to build order size.
Product Reviews—Today’s consumers are more influenced by
peer insights than manufacturer claims. Empower your customers to provide feedback and to read comments left by other consumers.
Rich Media—Links to product videos, special offers, brochures,
manuals, assembly instructions and more give your customers
everything they need to make an informed purchase decision.
User Friendly Search Functionality—Visitors to your site will
appreciate intuitive features such as auto-complete, cross references to big box unique product stock numbers, spelling suggestions (“Did you mean…”) and substitution suggestions.

Full Line Catalog
Whether presented in print, online or as an app, the Full Line
Catalog clearly establishes your company as the go-to resource
for all things used in a business environment. From office furniture, business technology and general office products to cleaning, breakroom and facility solutions, you are the single source
solution for all of your customers’ needs.
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Business Source Contract Catalog
This mini-catalog is great for prospecting or providing a contract
for existing customers. It features a heavy emphasis on BSN
products, complemented by manufacturer-branded and proprietary commodity items. The perfect solution when you want
to provide aggressive consumer pricing on just a small core of
high velocity products while maintaining price flexibility on the
remainder of your offering.

These catalogs offer a focused selection of products and can
be used for prospecting or as contract catalogs to support your
pricing strategy.

Category Promotion
As today’s work environment adapts to new technologies and
a new generation of workers, sales in some categories of products have begun to decline. It is now more important than ever
to identify new product categories to leverage. Why not expand
your reach across all product categories to solidify your position
as a go-to supplier?
When your customers think office furniture, cleaning products
and breakroom supplies, make sure they think of you!

Furniture Category

Select Catalog
Provide customers their actual prices on a streamlined selection
of products while maintaining pricing flexibility on all of the items
outside of the Select catalog. By combining the high-demand
products from our Preferred Vendor partners with a focused offering of our proprietary brands, you deliver the selection and
savings your customers are looking for.

SmartChoice Catalog
The SmartChoice Catalog represents a proprietary branded alternative to the Select Catalog. This balanced offering of Business
Source, Lorell, Genuine Joe, Elite Image, Sparco, Compucessory, Nature Saver and Integra products delivers superior value for
your customers and solid margins for you.

The 2015 Furniture Catalog features the entire assortment of furniture found in the Full Line Catalog, plus thousands of additional
items available through our FurnitureAdvantage program. Also
available: the Furniture Showcase promotional flyer.

Lorell Catalog
Introduce your customers to the brand that represents the best
value in office furniture and accessories. Offer deep discounts
when you need to be priced aggressively and still enjoy solid
margins. The Lorell Catalog also features the Lorell custom fabric
and finish quick-ship offering. Also available: the Lorell Furniture
promotional flyer.
continued on page 38 >>
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Facility & Breakroom

Safety@Work Catalog

Facility & Breakroom Solutions Catalog
This catalog establishes your company as a resource for cleaning, breakroom, facility supplies, and safety and security products.

Beyond the Breakroom Catalog

This magazine-style catalog features stunning photography, office party recipes, fun office projects, tips and more. Also features an optional Keurig insert.
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This new catalog is focused especially on personal protection
equipment and targeted toward businesses with warehousing
and manufacturing facilities.

WorkLife Monthly Flyer

Also available: promotional flyers for facility and breakroom solutions and for Genuine Joe branded products

School Supply Catalog
Features all of the things teachers and office administrators need
and positions you as the source for school and educational products. Included is a large selection of school-specific products
that are not featured in the Full Line Catalog.
This exciting new monthly promotional piece will definitely give
your marketing a healthy boost and help you stand out from the
crowd.

Promotional Tools
Email, print, digital, social, physical…staying in front of your customers on a consistent basis reinforces your product and service
offering and helps you maintain a healthy presence in your market.

With its bold, magazine-style aesthetic and solutions-oriented
approach, you’ll have something to talk about each month with
customers and prospects alike.

continued on page 40 >>

GHS LABELS
MADE EASY

Get Your
Package
Noticed

Ensure your chemical labels are GHS compliant. Avery®
makes it easy with UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels
and free GHS Wizard software from the brand you trust.

Learn more at avery.com/GHS
Make important information stand out
with Avery Shipping Labels

Quick customization
with Free Avery GHS
Wizard Software

Print GHS labels
on demand right
from your printer

Waterproof and
resistant to UV rays,
chemicals, abrasion

©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks
of CCL Labels, Inc. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to
actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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From high-visibility labels to TrueBlock® technology* and bulk
packaging, Avery has shipping labels to fit every need. Simply
add a logo or message with free, easy-to-use templates at
avery.com/print, and send a professional, polished package
every time.
*TrueBlock available on select items

©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are
trademarks of Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are
fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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This flyer features a unique focus theme each month and aligns
with CampaignAdvantage email, digital and social media marketing campaigns to provide you with a dynamic integrated marketing approach for the entire year.

ture and Solutions Focus on the following schedule:
• First Thursday: Facility and Breakroom
• Second Thursday: Technology
• Third Thursday: Furniture
• Fourth Thursday: Solutions

CampaignAdvantage

You can choose any combination of the four to help you gain
additional mindshare with your customers. CampaignAdvantagePlus campaigns include the same great supporting collateral
provided with CampaignAdvantage.

This innovative program gives you the marketing tools you need
to consistently and effectively engage your customers and grow
your sales. It enables you to reach your customers weekly with
an integrated marketing campaign that includes automated
email, automated social media, editable flyers, web banners and
more. Plus, you will receive pricing support and a complete implementation guide to help keep you on track.
With CampaignAdvantage, your automated emails are branded
with your logo and contact information and linked directly to your
website’s product detail pages, enabling your customers to order
right from your email.

CampaignAdvantage Anytime
CampaignAdvantage Anytime is the latest extension of our CampaignAdvantage program. With this enhancement, we provide a
library of on demand campaigns and dealers bring the data. This
means you will have objective-specific campaigns that can be
customized and sent to your targeted customer database at any
time. Example emails include Customer Re-engagement, Online
Review Request, Legal Vertical, Lorell-Focused and many more.

CampaignAdvantagePlus
These supplemental campaigns include four additional themes
per month: Facility and Breakroom Solutions, Technology, Furnicontinued on page 41 >>

Superior
Protection
SHOP TICKET
HOLDERS
New!
2016

Super Heavyweight Plus
Shop Ticket Holders
CLI-50920, Assorted, 9" x 12"
CLI-50912, Black, 9" x 12"

Self-Adhesive Holders
CLI-70058, 5" x 8"

c-line.com • (800) 323-6084
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PresencePro
Another new digital marketing resource we’ve developed is PresencePro. This program helps dealers establish a strong online
presence and reputation. Dealers look good offline in their local
community, but what about online? Do they show up well in local
search, do they have positive online reviews, is their business
information correct on directory sites? PresencePro helps them
answer these questions with a resounding Yes!

Dealers can have their very own customized catalog app. They
can now equip their tablet-enabled sales team with app versions of the Full Line, FurnitureAdvantage, Lorell and Facility and
Breakroom Solutions Catalogs. Dealers can also invite their customers to download these apps as well.

Create-A-Flyer

Evolve Digital Catalogs and Flyers

We help dealers take their print publications to the next level
when they utilize Evolve catalogs and flyers on their websites.
The Evolve program is an ideal tool to use with consumers who
no longer desire print publications but who still enjoy the shopping experience associated with traditional print vehicles. Customers can browse their publications as they would with a print
catalog, zoom in and even submit an order via email. And for
those dealers looking for an even greater level of automation,
their Evolve digital publications can be integrated with their front
end ordering system enabling streamlined online order entry.

Evolve Catalog Apps

With this popular web-based program, dealers choose a theme,
select their products, set their pricing and their full-color flyer is
ready to print or email in an instant. There is a great deal of flexibility and customization capability. Dealers can create a sales
promotion in minutes. They can use the multi-page option to
develop custom pieces that support customer contracts or support specific product categories or vertical market opportunities.
Create-a-Flyer provides dealers the ultimate “on-the-fly” custom
promotion builder—great for prospecting or driving sales with
existing customers.
Features:
• Includes all S.P. Richards’ inventoried items as well as
FurnitureAdvantage and Keurig items
•C
 hoose from 11 themed categories and over 300
header options…or add your own!
•E
 xceptional search functionality
•C
 ustom image upload capability
•C
 ustom coupon and header capabilities
•D
 ozens of new manufacturer special offer coupon
blocks uploaded each quarter
•P
 DF, PPT and HTML output options for print and
email distribution
•M
 ultiple page and design formats
•Q
 R code generator
continued on page 42 >>
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Business Development Toolkit

Customer Appreciation Boxes
These are great resources that provide a more experiential customer interaction. Dealers can show customers they value their
business and make a great first impression with these beautiful
4-color imprinted boxes. They can be filled with samples, treats,
catalogs, flyers and corporate marketing materials to say “thank
you” to existing customers or provide an introduction to new
ones. Two themes are available:

Thank You Box
- Thank prospects for giving you the opportunity to meet
with them
- Thank new customers for first order
- Use as customer appreciation tool

Office Survival Kit

Why recreate the wheel when developing a business letter,
email, business review presentation or web banner to place on
your website? The Business Development Toolkit has dozens of
templates that can be customized by dealers with a minimum
amount of time and effort. It is like having your own mini-advertising agency to help you professionally market your company’s
capabilities. If the dealer has a customer or prospect interaction,
we have a tool to help make a great impression.
Features
• Includes business letters, email templates, surveys,
PowerPoint presentations, sell sheets, web images
and more

- Make prospects smile when you deliver this box that
you have filled with creative survival resources to get
them through a day at the office. Contents might include
aspirin, antacid, Band-Aids and other first aid supplies,
snacks, chocolate, mints, coffee, tea, energy drink, stress
or rubber band ball and office product samples.

• Documents can be downloaded and customized
• Key go-to-market themes:
continued on page 43 >>

- Shop Local
- We Mean Green
- Single Sourcing
- Value Brands
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Margin Management

MyReports and Acsellerate - These two analytical
resources have been combined providing dealers a
powerful suite of reporting functionality, a customer
relationship management tool, business reviews and the
ability to identify more profitable substitute items.
MarketLink - Aggregates tens of millions of actual sales
transactions from independent resellers to commercial
businesses. These price points are used to create an array
of consumer matrices designed to support a dealer’s
pricing strategy and enable them to find the optimum
balance of competitive and profitable pricing.

MyAnalyst
This world-class suite of business analytic tools utilizes real market intelligence to help you make informed pricing decisions, improve your margins and save time preparing bids.
MyAnalyst consists of three components:
BidPro - Simplifies the bid process by cross referencing
competitive numbers for bids and providing higher margin
substitutions.

Training and Education
Whether a dealership needs basic industry and product
information, a better sales process for prospecting and getting
appointments or skill development to get to the next level of
sales professionalism, we have the tools and resources to
support their efforts.

continued on page 44 >>

Get Your Package Noticed

DURABLE LABELS

MADE EASY
For tough jobs, count on strong and
reliable solutions from Avery.
Learn more at avery.com/durable
Tear Resistant
Water Resistant
UV Resistant

Make important information stand out
with Avery Shipping Labels

On-demand printing
with FREE SOFTWARE
and TEMPLATES

Self-laminating for
quick, long-lasting
identification

Resistant to UV,
water and
tearing

©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks
of CCL Labels, Inc. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to
actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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From high-visibility labels to TrueBlock® technology* and bulk
packaging, Avery has shipping labels to fit every need. Simply
add a logo or message with free, easy-to-use templates at
avery.com/print, and send a professional, polished package
every time.
*TrueBlock available on select items
©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and
codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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Brand Support and Development

FUEL Drive Your Business
FUEL Drive Your Business provides professional training via a
series of webinars, workshops and on-demand resources.

The S.P. Richards Custom Shop

Just a few of the available programs:
• Meet the Experts “talk shows” provide insights,
information and ideas through a live, interactive webinar
format. Our host and a guest expert explore relevant
topics and respond to questions.
• The Sales Process webinar series shows how to develop
a standard approach and process to gaining new
accounts and growing your customer base.
• The Sales-Meetings-in-a-Box program combines video
content with leaders’ guides and additional resources to
support sales managers in training and developing their
teams.
• Audio Podcasts allow dealer personnel to listen when and
where they choose.
• Live and recorded webinars help to navigate the world of
online marketing and social media.

SPR University
SPR University (SPRU) is an online, on-demand learning center
providing educational modules on topics such as selling skills,
customer service, niche opportunities and vendor specific
training.
SPRU offers a diverse assortment of informational modules covering such topics as an industry overview for new hires, introductions to niche categories, step-by-step instructions for using
S.P. Richards’ programs and a guide to listing your company on
Google + Local, Bing and Yahoo.
Dealers can choose modules for their team members based on
specific needs or follow the recommendations on the Dealer
Guide for Sales Team Development.
This guide provides a specific curriculum of courses for each of
six sales and marketing positions:

We have worked with many dealers to help them develop their
brand and establish a stronger presence in their market.
We can help by creating unique marketing materials that capture
a company’s distinct personality, defining and reinforcing their
brand at every customer touch point.
With our Custom Shop, dealers can develop marketing materials
that communicate their company’s personality, business philosophy and strengths.
Some of the assets we assist with are custom flyers, corporate
marketing materials, delivery vehicle wraps, websites, social media strategy and more.

To sum things up, that’s what we do. We work with dealers to
establish a fitness program for their business that helps them
achieve their sales and profitability goals.
For more details on S.P. Richards Company programs and services, contact your S.P. Richards sales representative.

• First year outside sales representative
• Experienced outside sales representative

Larry Goodman is director of marketing for S.P. Richards Company.

• Inside sales representative (outbound)
• Customer service representative (inbound)
• Marketing and sales support
• Owner and sales manager
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How Do We Get Prospects
and Customers to DO What
They SAY They Will Do?
By Marisa Pensa and Jessica Stokes

On a conference call the other day, a client of ours asked this
question: “How do we get prospects to DO what they SAY they
will do?” While we cannot make someone do what they say they
will do, there are things in our control that increase our chances
that they will follow through. Here are tips to help you nudge
your prospects and customers to follow through on what they
say they will do:
1. Ask for the commitment. To be able to steer prospects
to do what they say they will do, you first have to be
honest with yourself to ensure you did ask directly for a
commitment.
	Often times we simply forget to ask a prospect a direct
question about their commitment. There are many types of
commitments—from commitments to order, to commitments
to get something back with you, to a commitment to
simply talk at a specific time. For an order commitment,
one example question may be: “Based on what we have
discussed so far, would you be willing to place your next
order with me, when you are ready to order?”
	Just this simple question can make all the difference in the
number of new accounts you close each month. This should
be asked by the second or third sales call or appointment.
Once the prospect agrees to give you a try, you have now
earned the right to proceed to the next point: reminding them
of their commitment!
2. Remind them of their commitment. Once you have
received a commitment, you are ready to professionally and
skillfully remind the prospect of their commitment. If you
asked and your prospect or customer agreed, then remind
DECEMBER 2015

them! When you call back to gain the first order just start the
conversation with, “Last time we spoke you mentioned you
would be ordering about this time of the month…”
	Another example: You have a commitment from a prospect
that they will take your call on Friday at 10 am. You are now
in a position to leave a voicemail reminding them of that
mutually agreed upon scheduled time.
3. Send a handwritten thank you card. Too often we fall
into the routine of sending a quick email as a follow up
and forget the simple little things that can make a powerful
difference. Forgoing modern technology and taking the time
to write a card after a prospect has agreed to give you a shot
(yes…even before the order is placed) can go a long way
toward solidifying the commitment.
	An example of what to write in the card might be:
	“Thank you so much for agreeing to place your next order
with me. I truly appreciate your confidence and trust and look
forward to talking with you again next week!”
Start applying these three strategies today. Give yourself the arsenal to follow up with confidence and skillfully help your prospects and customers follow through on what they say they will
do! Great selling out there!

Marisa Pensa is president and CEO and Jessica Stokes is director of inside sales at
Methods in Motion, a sales training company whose focus is to help sales teams
implement and sustain measurable improvements in the most critical aspects of
sales. For more information, visit www.methodsnmotion.com.
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What’s on
Your Radar
Screen?
By Troy Harrison
“It’s nothing. Don’t worry about it.” Those
words, uttered by an Air Force lieutenant
nearly 75 years ago, literally changed the
course of history. The lieutenant in question was the command officer in charge
of the brand-new radar station on Oahu,
Hawaii, on the morning of December 7,
1941. The technology of radar was new
and somewhat untrusted and the officer
assumed that the large blip he saw on
the screen was an expected incoming
flight of B-17 bombers, rather than what
we all know now what it really was.
I hear similar words uttered all the time—
by salespeople, sales managers and
even executives. It’s what they say when
confronted with change. “It’s nothing,
don’t worry about it, it’ll go away, it’s not
right,” or other words they use to justify
doing business the way they’ve always
done it.
And all too often, like the officer on Oahu,
they ignore changes that will have a great
impact on their business and their lives.
When someone says, “We’ve always
done it this way,” those words that almost always an indicator of a company, a
sales force or a salesperson who is falling
behind. What I want to do with this article
is to be your personal radar screen, and
help provide some warning (whether it’s
early or not depends on your situation) of
changes that may be coming your way.
What new buying channels are available
to your customers today? For nearly
everyone reading this article, the Internet
has become not only an available buying
channel, but a preferred one. For many
salespeople, the “milk route” model of
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selling was the
way to go. I did it,
too, back in the mid-90s
when I was selling industrial
components. You’d simply visit your
customers, they’d have the week’s order
ready and you’d go on to the next one.
Today, many of those same salespeople
are showing up and finding the customer has already ordered—and they don’t
know what to do. If that’s you, it’s time
to change your paradigm. Stop being an
order taker and become a relationship
manager.
How do your customers access information today? Again, the obvious answer
is “the Internet.” I write for a lot of trade
magazines and I find that I get as much
feedback now from people who are reading the trade association’s website as are
reading the paper magazine. Whatever
you want to read—whatever how-to—
you can access it on the Net.
For instance, when my dad passed away,
one of the things he left to me was his
old Snap-On toolbox. Unfortunately, it
was not in great shape but in less than
ten minutes on the Internet I found
three websites and numerous videos on
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YouTube dedicated to restoring these
old boxes. I didn’t even know that was a
“thing,” but now it’s next on my project
list.
There’s a deeper level, however, than
just the Internet. Do your customers use
social media? The obvious answer is
“yes,” but maybe the obvious answer
isn’t right. I often speak before groups
of business owners large and small, and
when the topic of social media comes
up, I always ask, “Raise your hand if you
consulted Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn
before making a major purchase in the
last year.” Very few hands go up.
However, when I ask those same people,
“Raise your hand if you consulted those
sites to learn how to do something that
was important to you,” nearly all raise
their hands. The conclusion: how-to
articles draw attention on social media;
straight selling does not.
How do your customers’ customers learn
about them? No, I didn’t stutter. Take it
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to the next level. You can benefit your
customers immeasurably by helping
them grow and you can also learn critical
information by understanding what your
customers’ customers say.
Are your customers in a “reviewable”
industry? If you’re selling to virtually any
service industry (restaurants, hotels, dry
cleaners, etc.), then yes, they are. Do you
know and understand how the reviews
work, how your customers are searchable on the sites and where they rank? If
not, why not?
To stay relevant in today’s world, you’re
going to have to find other ways of building a relationship with your customers
than simply transactions of product for
money. Being a partner in helping them
build their business and understanding
the various ways and means that they
build their business, is one great way.
Is your profession or industry viable? I

was speaking to a friend of mine a few
days ago, and she was telling me about
a great vacation she took about ten years
ago. She had gone through a travel agent
to book it. If there’s any part of sales
that’s been devastated by new technology, it’s the travel agent business. Yep,
once upon a time, we’d call our travel
agent, tell him or her where we wanted
to go and when, and the tickets would
magically appear. Now, in the time that it
took me to write this paragraph, you can
(and most people do) do it yourself.
Sure, there are travel agents left but
they are few and far between and their
customers use them mostly for trips that
require a lot of planning. Sometimes you
need to take a step back, give your business a strong look-see, and ask yourself
about its viability.
It’s easy to look at new technologies,
methods, and changes in the ways of
doing business with suspicion. I do it too;

I’m often a skeptic. At the same time,
understanding where the validity lies and
what the technology does, is essential to
keeping current and staying relevant.
I read a profile on the lieutenant who
gave the “don’t worry about it” command
at Pearl Harbor. He lived well into his
eighties and as you can imagine, that
command haunted him for the rest of
his life. I’m not repeating his name here
because there’s no need to add to his
regret. But trust me—if you ignore what’s
happening on your own radar screen, it
may haunt you.
Troy Harrison, author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and
his new book, “The Pocket Sales Manager,” is a
speaker, consultant and sales navigator who helps
companies build more profitable and productive
sales forces. For information on booking speaking/
training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Tired of the Same
Old Blame Game?
Maybe It’s Time
to Take a
Trip to Oz!
By Janet Collins
The Oz Principle rephrases it as “A personal choice to rise above
one’s circumstances and demonstrate the ownership necessary
for achieving results….”
It’s very much up to the individual to ask these questions of
themselves. Once you get every employee asking, “What part
can I play in helping”, then the whole team becomes focused on
moving the ball forward.
The first step is to get very clear on your common goals—goals
that everyone on the team can rally around.
Ever feel like everyone at your dealership is blaming things that
are out of their control for not hitting their numbers, losing the big
sale or not delighting a customer?
“It’s the economy, and we just need to ride it out.”

Everything we measured—freight damage, product margin, sales
growth, on-time delivery, efficiency, etc.—seemed to roll-up into
these three high-level goals.

“My sales manager dropped the ball.”
“The manufacturer got it wrong.”
It’s always easier and more comfortable to find fault in others.
Unfortunately, it also makes it harder to deliver results. And you
know what? It really doesn’t have to be this way, particularly if
you follow the Oz Principle of Accountability.
Accountability has always had such a negative connotation,
mainly because any discussion of it tends to focus on who we
can find to blame. In their New York Times bestseller, “The Oz
Principle,” authors Roger Connors, Tom Smith and Craig Hickman turn that around. Their question is not, “Who’s to blame
for falling short?” but rather, “Who is accountable for achieving
results?”
It’s a very powerful and positive distinction. With this definition, it’s
no longer acceptable to complain about what’s not working. Sure,
you have to deal with lost sales or missed deadlines or poor performance, but the goal is to not wallow there. Instead, you must
stay focused on “What can I do to change the situation?”
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When we launched this at GMi, we began by brainstorming our
goals in every training session. We settled on the same top three
goals each time: profitable growth, customer satisfaction and
teamwork.

Having our employees all participate in the brainstorming ensured buy-in to the common goals. As you roll out the Oz Principle, I would encourage a gathering of all employees in your
dealership to work on the list together.
Getting everyone aligned with common goals is the easy part,
however. Changing individual behavior and habits is more difficult.
Your employees have been working a certain way with each other for a long time and it would feel foreign for Mr. Negative to instantly switch to a glass-half-full kind of guy. That’s where something like the Oz Principle comes into play. It provides a clear
expectation and common language about how we are going to
work with each other from now on.
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Oz lays out “below the line” and “above the line” behaviors. You
can guess what’s below the line—making excuses, blaming others and not taking personal accountability for the situation.
People feel better when they can tell a story about why they
didn’t deliver. Playing the victim helps explain why they didn’t
get the results. “Above the Line” is a lot more fun—and productive. OZ further lays out four steps above the line, recognizing the
hard work ahead: See it. Own it. Solve it. Do it.
Loosely following the characters in the Wizard of Oz, each step
is a road to discovery and action.

Step 1:
Have the Courage to See It. It takes guts to see things differently and realize you might have a role in implementing change. It
takes courage for a sales rep to ask for feedback but when they
do, it can provide a great way to see a situation from a different
perspective. Consider it a gift. But you first have to see or admit a
problem or opportunity before you can move forward. Encourage
a culture of curiosity and self-discovery.

Step 2:
Have the Heart to Own It. This step is very easy and takes no
time. It just requires an attitude adjustment. In the Wizard of Oz,
the Tinman had to realize that he in fact had a heart all along,
and then he was ready to help Dorothy and the others. If in the
past you were more likely to say “It’s not my job” or “We’ll just
wait and see,” you now have the attitude to change that thought.
You’re going to own it. It doesn’t mean you are going to do other
people’s work. It just means you are taking responsibility and
accepting your role in helping to resolve a problem or seize an
opportunity.

Step 3:
Have the Wisdom to Solve It. Here’s where the real work comes
in: problem-solving to resolution. Luckily, we all have a brain (and
so did the Scarecrow by the way.) However, you’ll probably need
help from others. Independent dealers are faced with all kinds of
tricky situations. Learning to work with your team collaboratively
to identify and fix root causes, change processes and communicate—internally and with the customer—is no easy task. But if
everyone is focused on the common goals, it’s a whole lot easier.

storming sessions remain just like the ruby slippers: great ideas
that end up not being used and perhaps stuck on a whiteboard.
Leave your meetings with action steps that clearly define who’s
going to do what and by when. That’s the only way you’ll have a
chance of reaching those common goals.
Now you may see the Wizard of Oz connection as a little corny,
but the basic notion makes a lot of sense: They (and we) all have
what it takes to get it done, we just need to apply ourselves in a
positive direction.
Another great example is the Disney culture. A key Disney tenet
is, “It might not be our fault, but it is our problem.”
With the pending Staples-Depot merger, WB Mason breathing
down the necks of many independents, less loyal customers,
e-commerce and technology changing at the speed of light,
there’s a lot that we can blame for the current situation.
None of this is our fault, but it is our problem. I’ll guarantee that
those big guys don’t have the culture of individual accountability
of an independent dealer. That’s something that sets you apart.
Now leverage that strength and let the Oz Principle be your guide!
We launched the Oz Principle at GMi Companies in 2011. We
started with everyone on the leadership team reading the book
and reviewing it together as a team.
We then created an internal training program and asked all managers to read the book and attend training. This was so successful, we ended up training every single employee, including temps
on the production floor.
During training, employees talked about real below the line examples and how to think about things differently. It’s simple, but
powerful. Our performance improved almost immediately.
Thanks to my training partner Char Kemp, director of employee
services, we were able to train 100% of our employees for just
the cost of the books. Two years later, we experienced world
class employee engagement scores, due in part to the Oz Principle.
If you’re tired of hearing the same old excuses when things don’t
go quite the way you want them to at your dealership, maybe it’s
time to put the Oz Principle to work for you and your team. It may
not take you over the rainbow but it has tremendous potential to
build a cohesive, results-oriented organization where everyone is
committed and accountable.

Step 4:
Exercise the Power to Do It. All the previous steps are for
naught if you don’t take action. Dorothy had the ruby slippers
on all along but she didn’t know how to use them. Many brain-
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Janet Collins is president of GMi Companies, which consist of Ghent, VividBoard
and Waddell. For more information, please visit www.gmicompanies.com.
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Business Planning:

The Time is Now!
By Bill Kuhn

Last August, this publication carried a
hard-hitting editorial entitled, “Failing to
Plan Means Planning to Fail.” It was written by INDEPENDENT DEALER editor
Simon De Groot after he attended a session at S.P. Richards’ annual Advantage
Business Conference in which one of the
speakers asked for a show of hands from
dealers who have a formal business plan.
Alarmingly, very few dealers raised their
hands.
Did the dealer community get the message from Simon’s editorial? It is now December and at this point dealers should
be finalizing their 2016 plans, as well as
giving consideration to determine what
needs to be done both in the immediate
term and in the years beyond.

Are you now engaged in that process?
Dealers generally appear to acknowledge
that formal planning is important but they
often argue that addressing the coming months’ revenue is where their focus
must be right now. I agree revenue should
be a high priority and as the skill sets of
most dealer leaders are in sales, that’s
where they’re most comfortable. But that
doesn’t mean formal planning can be put
on the back burner. It too must be a high
priority, and planning is a basic responsibility of owners and the key management
team.
If you need help, seek out a professional
expert in strategic planning to help facilitate your planning process.

Why Plan?
Why is formal planning needed? Successful companies plan, that’s why. Here are a
half dozen of the more important purposes of planning:

1

To provide focus, concentrating
resources on important issues and
allocating those resources to the areas of
highest potential.

2

To provide information for communication, coordination and better
decision making.

3

To provide standards and controls
for both short-term and long-range
thinking.

continued on page 51 >>
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4
5

To allow proactive rather than reactive
management activity.

breakdown and an uninspired workforce
that does not effectively work together.

To identify risk and opportunity,
weighing the risk/opportunity analysis
factors.

Rarely identified are loss of distinctive
added value from a customer perspective
and the inability to take advantage of a
key opportunity.

6

To benefit in better customer service
and improved productivity.

The bottom-line payoff is survival, profitability, cash flow and growth.
As you address these factors, it will help
to answer who you are, the values you
want to express in your dealings with your
customers, staff and community and help
develop a vision of who you want to be
and how you get there.

Risk Analysis
Expanding on point #5 above (risk and
opportunity analysis), keep in mind that
you need to consider both external and
internal risks.
External risks include economic and
government factors, your local market
economy, a major customer leaving your
market, the potential merger of other independent dealers in your market, etc.
And there are unknowns such as the unpredictability of floods, droughts or hurricanes. Will the Republicans or Democrats
win a year from now and how will either
outcome affect your business? How will
the Staples-Office Depot merger sort out?
What other technology advances will impact our industry?
Surprisingly, however, the vast majority of
risks are not external. Instead, they are internal dealer conditions.
Internal risks include the more obvious:
loss of key sales or management personnel, loss of a key customer, a major bad
debt, unacceptable customer service, excessive costs or lack of liquidity.
Some of the less obvious include lagging
behind competitors in operational effectiveness and technology, informational
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Your formal business plan should address
each of the risks that are or could become
relevant to your organization.
Watch for early warning signs, anticipate
any possible threats to your organization,
and prioritize those threats.
Prepare strategies in your plan to prevent
and manage any possible crisis.
Risk management (as well as opportunity management) must include scenario
building, the all-important “what if,” i.e.,
developing multiple scenarios, not just focusing on one possible outcome.

Opportunity Analysis
Opportunities for the independent dealer abound. Dealers continue to enhance
their position in the changing mix of products and services, overcoming the decline
in many traditional product lines, adding
new products and services that benefit customers, and expanding into new
market sectors such as health care and
education. Many dealers have excelled in
these areas.
The earlier you identify and act on these
opportunities, the greater the reward.
Business development should be a key
area in your plan.
Industry projections vary, but there appear to be many more positive than negative signs. We are certainly not in a decline
or recession.
Independent dealers can typically make
things happen more quickly than larger corporations. Remember that adage
“Small is beautiful”? If the Staples-Office
Depot merger does go through, how many
years will it take them to get their act to-
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gether? What proactive planning steps
can you take right now to take advantage
of the disruption that merger will cause?
Compared to the industry giants, independent dealers can excel in the area of
relationship selling, whether face-to-face
or on the Internet. Part of your plan can
identify additional areas to enhance relationship selling, for example developing
and recruiting relationship-oriented people.
Being involved in your community can
yield many advantages when it comes
to offering reasons why customers will
want to buy from you (“buy local” isn’t a
passing fad). Additionally, many in today’s
workforce want community involvement.
Your plan can address steps in these areas, for example, providing paid time off
to those in your workforce who are or
want to be involved in their communities.
One of the greatest opportunities dealers
have is in the area of human relations.
Many dealers still mention getting the various generational groups to work effectively together as their number one problem.
Customer service, productivity, morale,
employee retention—each of these affects the success of your business, thus
your formal business plan should also address your human resources.
Formal planning is a must. The actual format may differ from one dealer to another
but the areas I’ve outlined are essential
components to incorporate in your plan.
Plan your success. Ensure your survival,
profitability, and growth. This month is the
time to plan for 2016 and beyond. Make
that happen.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates,
is a noted industry consultant who has been writing
about the office products and office furniture
industries for over 35 years. Contact Bill by phone:
303-322-8233, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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